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Summer on the Shore

Ah Summer... the perfect time for a sunny approach
to party decorating using STYROFOAM™ Brand Foam
from FloraCraft®. Easy to work with, inexpensive
and infinitely versatile, STYROFOAM* is a crafter’s
delight. Add your own creative touches to make
these Summer craft ideas truly unique!
Bring the beach inside with one-of-a-kind textural
wall art. Wrap three sheets of STYROFOAM* in
fabric and assemble them into a multi-layered
sculpture using low-temp glue. Then glue an
assortment of netting, starfish and seashells
to the sheets.
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Master Gardener

Who says you need a green thumb to “grow”
beautiful houseplants? Just cover different sized
balls of STYROFOAM* with floral moss and place
them inside terra cotta pots.
Have you always dreamed of a white picket fence?
Here’s a tabletop version: Cut out fence posts and
horizontal slats from a sheet of STYROFOAM*,
then use glue and toothpicks to assemble it
around a block of STYROFOAM*. Insert
hydrangea stems and greenery. Stunning!
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Mother’s Love

A fun craft project for Mother’s Day
also makes a charming year-round
memo board. Using a fabric apron kit,
trace the apron shape onto a sheet of
STYROFOAM*, cut it out and wrap it
with the included fabric. Accessorize
it with the fabric hem, necktie and
real pockets using fabric glue – ideal
for holding kitchen essentials.

Congrats Grad!

A must-have for every graduation
party – easily, affordably and
beautifully done with a sheet
of STYROFOAM*. Include photos,
awards and embellishments for
a long-lasting keepsake.

Funky Chicken

These fine feathered friends will brighten up
any summer picnic. Bodies are made with eggs
of SYTROFOAM*, feet are formed by cutting
balls of SYTROFOAM* in half. Feather boas,
wiggle eyes and an orange craft foam beak
complete the picture. Use wood dowels for
legs. Set the scene by placing them in front of
FloraCraft’s® Straw Bales wrapped with ribbon!
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World's Greatest Dad!
Dad will burst with pride over this desktop photo
cube. Slowly push a wood dowel through the
exact center of three cubes and one disc of
STYROFOAM*, one at a time. Remove the dowel
and decorate the cubes – cover all sides with
scrapbook paper, then add kid’s names, photos,
and stars to the sides without holes.
Paint the dowel, slide on a washer then glue
the dowel into the disc. Slide all cubes onto
the dowel adding a washer in between each
one to allow for movement. Add a wing nut to
the top to finish.
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Sweet Stars and Stripes

Cover a wreath of STYROFOAM* with red, white and blue silk
flowers to create a sensational centerpiece. Add a candle inside
a hurricane vase to the center for eye-catching interest.
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Make It: Fun this Summer with STYROFOAM* and crafting tips from Floracraft®.
Be sure to visit www.makeitfuncrafts.com for more money-saving, creativityboosting craft projects – for this season, and every season!

A Crafting Community
We want to know what you’re doing with STYROFOAM®! Join
™* STYROFOAM is a trademark of The Dow Chemical Company.

Make It Fun® on Facebook to share ideas, tips and photos with
fellow crafters. You’ll also find templates and design ideas there,
as well as at www.makeitfuncrafts.com and www.styrofoamcrafts.com.
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Set an all-American table for your Fourth of July picnic with these
star-spangled table toppers. Glue scrapbook paper to cutout stars
of STYROFOAM* and cover the sides with blue ribbon to finish
them off. Wrap cubes of STYROFOAM* in flag inspired ribbon or
scrapbook paper and then adorn with flowers, greenery and bows.
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